Battle Uhersky Brod 1469 event information:

This is an invitation to take part in reenactment battle situated to surroundings of city Uhersky Brod in 1469.
Its story is inspired by local history during the wars between Jiri z Podebrad and Mátyás Hunyadi. The camp and
battleground will be located in front of the medieval city fortifications.
Event registration:
You have to be registered to take part in the event. Please register using provided
online registration form: http://goo.gl/forms/vu8zYpvDqw

Minimum age to take part in the event is 18 years. Participants younger than 18 years might take part
under conditions explicitly agreed with organizers before the event.
Registration will be closed on April 30, 2016.

Event location:
The event will be located in city Uhersky Brod in the Czech Republic. Registered participants will
receive an email with exact camp location.

Travel costs subsidy:
First registered 120 participants will receive a travel subsidy in the amount of CZK 300 for fighting participants and CZK 200 for not fighting participants. Number of not fighting participants eligible for
subsidy is limited to 50% of each group.

Event schedule
First battle rehearsal will be on Friday at 19:00. There will be gathering of all participants on Saturday
morning at 8:00 followed by the main battle rehearsal. Participation in the main rehearsal is mandatory. Event will be open for public from 11:00 to 18:00. The camp will be opened to visitors during those
hours. During the whole event, the camp will live with military life and you are expected to take part in
various activities.

Arrival and departure:
Arrival is possible from Thursday 19.5. after 12:00. First thing to after your arrival is to find the Kampfmeister or one of the officers who will make note of your presence in the camp, will distribute travel
subsidy and show you place to set up your camp. From Saturday morning 8:00 no cars are allowed
in the camp. Cars can enter the camp again on Sunday from 9:00 in the morning.

Equipment requirements:

Your clothes and equipment must fall into period between 1450-1490. Earlier items after 1400 will be
tolerated with the exception of items that are not commonly seen after 1450 (e.g. Hundskugel). Should
you have any doubts about your equipment, please contact us: organizacni@rattenschwanz.cz.

Camp:

There will be drinking water, toilettes, straw and firewood available. Tents that are not fully
furnished with period items must remain closed during the whole event. Fires can be made after
agreement with the Kampfmeister. All participants must clean up their campsite before departure. Straw and unused firewood have to be returned to the original location.

Battle participation:

Minimum equipment to take part in the battle is a quality helmet, gauntlets and main weapon. Shooters do not have to have gauntlets. Any exceptions from those rules have to be agreed with organizers
(e.g. cannon crew could be excluded from those rules...).
Maximum bow draw weight is 15Kg for bows, 40Kg for crossbows. All arrows have to have safe construction. Ammunition will be checked before the battle. Organizers reserve the rule to discard any
ammunition they consider not safe.
All firearms will be inspected and have to have a proof of tormentation. There will a compulsory safety
drill on Saturday morning.
Our priority is safety of participants and spectators. We want this event to be friendly and accidents
free. Hard and uncontrolled fighting in is strictly prohibited.

Law and order:

This is a military event. Everyone in the camp will follow orders of officers of Fahnlein Rattenschwanz 1476. Usage of drugs will not be tolerated. Alcohol consumption is forbidden from
Friday midnight until Saturday 18:00. Participants disturbing the event will be expelled.

Contact:

We are happy to answer any questions you sent
us to: organizacni@rattenschwanz.cz

